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ASK QUESTIONS
CONTRIBUTE
CHALLENGE
The best way for us all
to learn and take
something away from
this
2

What Next?

Easy to Promise Something…

…harder to do.

• Individual Mandate “Repeal”
• Remember that the individual mandate “repeal” included in the
tax bill:
• does not repeal the mandate,
• makes the penalty zero in the tax code
• does not go into effect until 2019 (reflected on taxes filed in 2020)

• Employer Mandate “Repeal”
• There has been no credible attempt to either repeal the employer
mandate nor reduce the penalties

• We don’t have to do reporting any more!
• There has been discussion of simplifying the reporting forms, the
earliest that these would go into effect would be for the 2020
reporting (in January 2021)

Where we go from here is unclear…
• Association Health Plans
• Short Term Medical Plans
• Dismantling health care reform through regulatory action

Association Health Plans
• Allows for multiple employers
to purchase health insurance
together as one big group
• Theory: Smaller employers can
buy coverage together cheaper
than on their own…

Reality: this “group” pricing model is already in effect
under most small group laws

Association Health Plans
• Nothing new, but very tightly
regulated in most states

Reality: this “group” pricing model is already in effect
under most small group laws

Association Health Plans
• Small employers and self-employed individuals could join
together either by industry or in a local area or region
• Would allow for the “across state lines” promise to be fulfilled

• AHP must be nonprofits and governed by its members
• Non-profit/member governed could be abused with higher
administrative costs or fees, and poor oversight by its Board

Association Health Plans
• Permitted to offer plan designs that are more flexible than
required under current ACA rules
• Not required to offer all ten Essential Health Benefits
• Who will buy a plan that doesn’t cover Rx or outpatient surgery

• Prohibited from denying admission of an employer based on
underwriting or medical conditions within the group
• Also cannot charge less healthy groups more than healthier ones

Association Health Plans
• Joint state/federal regulation or only USDOL/IRS?
• Restrictions on how funded (self-funded allowed or only
fully-insured)?
• Will consumer protections be put in place to avoid any of the
past issues that surrounded these plans?
• Available for employers with more than 50 employees?
• Potential adverse selection issues

For now… ACA Remains the Law
• So let’s focus on some of the issues we’ve helped our clients
face, and what we’re expecting to come up in the months
and year ahead…

ACA Updates

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT

Be on the Look Out! Two Types of Notices
Employer Marketplace Notices

Employer Shared Responsibility Notice

Employer Marketplace Notices
• Employee receives subsidized coverage from Marketplace or state-based
exchange
• This letter: Is this person actually eligible for subsidy
• Did employer offer affordable, minimum value coverage to this employee

• Notice going to employers of all sizes

• Employer responses are really only required if challenging whether or not
employee is eligible for subsidy (because they were offered affordable,
minimum value coverage)

• Any determination that an employee is eligible for subsidy is being made
by the Marketplace and has nothing to do with whether or not the IRS
will assess penalties under 4980H(a) or (b)

Employer Marketplace Notices
• Pay attention to what is
requested and return the same to
them…

Employer Marketplace Notices
• Once we’ve responded, what’s next?
• Marketplace will review the case and make a decision – often proemployee for different reasons
• Marketplace’s decision could be appealed within CMS, who could
hold a hearing at which the employer could be called to testify
• If determined that employee isn’t eligible for the subsidy, then employee
may have to repay the subsidy amount for last few months

• If HHS decides employee is eligible for subsidy, important that
employer keep appeal when penalty letters come…

Employer Shared Responsibility Notice
• IRS is sending out Letter 226-J to an ALE if it determines that, for at
least one month in the year, one or more of the ALE’s full-time
employees was enrolled in a qualified health plan for which a
premium tax credit was allowed (and the ALE did not qualify for an
affordability safe harbor or other relief for the employee).
• Contains two key portions of data:
• Notice about a penalty amount
• An employer shared responsibility penalty summary table itemizing the
proposed penalty by month and indicating for each month if the liability is
under Section 4980H(a) or Section 4980H(b) (or neither)

Employer Shared Responsibility Notice
• Our first one…

Fast Food
Franchisor

• Declined our recommendations back in 2015 to
offer coverage
• Received a letter from the IRS seeking a $57,893
penalty for failure to offer coverage and for
employees who received subsidized coverage

Employer Shared Responsibility Notice
Our focus has been on:
• Correcting 1094-C filings
• Explaining how the form fails to
identify the real situation
• Properly applying transitional
relief (50-100 FTEs, 80 FT EE
credit) for penalties
• Common ownership or control

Employer Shared Responsibility Notice
• Since… A mixed bag
• Some hadn’t offered coverage in 2015 but were eligible for
transitional relief for small employer or got different credit that
made them not exposed to penalties
• Others had offered coverage and there was an issue with the
employer responding to an Employer Marketplace Notice

Employer Shared Responsibility Notice
• What’s important?
• Review Data
• Respond
• Make sure you aren’t eligible for some form of transitional relief

• So far… only 2015, but we expect to see 2016 and 2017
coming out soon…
• We know that some clients who didn’t pay a penalty for 2015 will
have to in the future since the penalty reduction goes back to 30

Annual Changes
Original

2016

2017

2018

2019

9.5%

9.66%

9.69%

9.56%

Expected in June

Original

2016

2017

2018

2019

Out of Pocket Max

$6,350/$12,700

$6,850/$13,700

$7,150/$14,300

$7,350/$14,700

$7,900/$15,600

Not Offer Penalty

$2,000

$2,160

$2,260

$2,320

Expected in June

Unaffordable/MV

$3,000

$3,240

$3,390

$3,480

Expected in June

Affordability

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT

How to report affordability
• What do you say when someone waives coverage
Federal Poverty Level

W-2 Box 1

9.56% of 2017 Poverty Level
Monthly

$96.07

9.56% of Box 1 Income
8.73% of Gross Income (if pre-tax)

Semi-Monthly

$48.04

Biweekly

$44.34

Rate of Pay

Weekly

$21.17

Waiver Code: 2G
AFFORDABLE CARE ACT

9.56% of hourly rate x 130 hours
or monthly salary

2F
2H

ACA Reporting

ACA REPORTING

Employer Reporting Requirements
• Certain employers under the Affordable Care Act must provide annual
reporting to employees and the IRS
• Which forms are to be used varies by size of employer and how
health benefits are funded
Fully-Insured

1-49 FTEs
50 or more FTEs

ACA REPORTING

Self-Funded

EEs

IRS

EEs

IRS

Carrier

1095-B

1094-B

n/a

n/a

Employer

none

none

1095-B

1094-B

Carrier

1095-B

1094-B

n/a

n/a

Employer

1095-C

1094-C

1095-C

1094-C

Line 15 – Provide the employee share of the lowest cost
monthly premium option that provided minimum value.
•
•
•

Note: Line 15 need only be completed if Series 1 Codes 1B, 1C, 1D,
or 1E was entered for Line 14 in the All 12 Months column or any of
the monthly boxes
If the employee share was the same for all 12 months, only enter
the amount in the all 12 months box. Note: this will typically only be
the case for a calendar year plan
If the employer funds 100% of the health cost for the employee,
enter $0.00 in the All 12 months box

Main Line 15 issues

Monthly amounts, not by pay period

Use employee only amount

Base rates, not the buy-up

If wellness discount, use the noncompliant rate

Why is this so important?
• Wendy hired February 21, 2017 and is part-time at hire
• On April 10, becomes full-time employee, and fulfills waiting period on May
31st (first of the month after 30 days)
• Employer offers coverage to Wendy and her children (spouses are not
eligible) but she waives coverage

1H
2A
ACA REPORTING

1H
2B

1H
2B

1H
2D

1H
2D

1C

1C

1C

1C

1C

1C

1C

118

118

118

118

118

118

118

2F

2F

2F

2F

2F

2F

2F

The reporting will mean either…
• Employee must pay back the
advance premium tax credit that
they received but were not
actually entitled to receive

• Employer must pay a penalty for
not offering minimum value,
affordable coverage

Counting

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

COUNTING AS FOUNDATION
Thinking ahead will save the day
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THREE NUMBERS:
FTEs, FT Employees, Eligible EEs
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES:
How determined FTE count and Eligible
Employees (and define seasons)
ACCURATE TRACKING:
Fewer missed offers, better waivers
MARKETPLACE NOTICES came first so build a
case for IRS NOTICES that are next
1095 & 1094 FILINGS were easy because we’d
already seen payroll & benefits

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Three Numbers for Every Client
FTE Count

FT EE Count

FT Eligible

50+ or Below 50?

Includes all full-time
employees who work
during the year (including
seasonal)

Identify the full-time
employees who are
eligible for coverage and
need to be offered
coverage

If Applicable Large
Employer (ALE), must
comply with employer
mandates to offer
coverage and do
reporting

Used to determine
penalties and for
reporting

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Limits who must be
offered coverage

Annual Determination
• For 2016 and Beyond
• Group’s applicable large employer status for each calendar year
based on the average for the prior twelve months
• Does not matter what the group’s health plan year is

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

FTEs: 2017-2018-2019
Payroll Data

2017

FTE Status for 2018
1-49 FTEs
50+ FTEs

Offer Coverage to Eligible FT EEs
by January 1, 2018
1095-C by January 31, 2019
1094-C by March 31, 2019
COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Control Group Analysis
• Common Ownership
• Multiple owners at different shares of different businesses?

• Common Control
• An organization regularly performs management or essential
administrative functions for other organization(s)
• There are no ownership requirements

• Don’t forget nonprofits have control group issues too
COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Hours of Service
• An hour paid: Any time that you pay someone,
regardless of whether they are at work or
out of work but entitled to being paid:
•
•
•
•

Vacation
Holiday
Illness
Incapacity/disability

•
•
•
•

Layoff
Jury duty
Military duty
Leave of absence

• Some assumptions
• Salaried work 8 hours each day
• Similar assumptions for commission employees
COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Counting Hours when on Disability
• Hours of Service include when an employee is on STD or LTD
• Still an employee?
• Who paid for the disability insurance:
• Employer or employee with pre-tax: hours count
• Employee with after-tax: hours do not count

• Keys to know:
• Workers compensation wage replacement benefits are not considered hours
of service
• Each hour of service an employee receives either STD/LTD payments is
counted as an hour of service

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Remember When Counting People…
• Owners are not counted toward
FTEs if:
•
•
•
•

Sole proprietor
Partner in a partnership
Member in LLC
Shareholder owning more than 2%
of an S corporation or an owner of
more than 5% of other businesses

• Temp Employees
• No such EE type as temporary
employees under the ACA
• Always make sure you know who
the temps are paid by, and if not
by the employer, then make sure
the contract doesn’t say they do

NOTE: still have to offer them coverage
COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Remember When Counting People…
• Independent Contractors
• Do not count toward FTEs or be eligible
for benefits since they are not “common
law employees”
• Be careful about what you call an
independent contractor
• IRS control tests: behavior, financial,
tools, schedule, benefits
• DOL test: a chance of making or losing
money with this work on behalf of an
employer

• Veterans
• Do not count toward FTE count for any
month that he or she has medical
coverage provided by any of the
uniformed services (including TRICARE)
or under certain Veterans’ Affairs (VA)
health care programs
• Only impacting if whether or not the
employer falls if 50+ or less than 50 FTEs
• Does not impact whether or not offered
coverage by employer

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Math Involved
• FTE Count (for ALE status)
• 30+ hours per week or 120 hours per month:
1 FTE
• Less than 30 hours per week/120 hours per month: FTE Fraction

• Full-Time Employee Count (for penalties)
• 30+ hours per week or 130 hours per month:
COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

1 Full-Time

Seasonal Employees
• A seasonal employee is:
• Labor is seasonal when exclusively performed at certain seasons or
periods of the year and cannot be continuous or carries on
throughout the year

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Seasonal Employees
• The new regulations state that seasonal employees means
an employee in a position for which the customary annual
employment is six months or less
• May be situations where it may be longer because of unusual
circumstances (e.g. ski season last longer than usual, so their
seasonal employees may be there one month longer than a
normal season)

• If not “seasonal,” then partial-year employees will be:
• Counted for the portion of the year they work toward FTE
• Eligible for coverage if work 90 or more days

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Lookback Measurement

Look-back period

Administrative Period

You cannot randomly change your look-back
or measurement period… could be important to prove your
process and justify any change in period

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Stability Period

Have formal process
• Counting Policies & Procedures:
• Seasonal Employees? When are seasons, why they existing
• Counting: details on lookback measurement period, how counting
and who is responsible
• Treatment of New Hires: waiting periods, VHE initial MPs

• Documentation of Offers and Waivers
• Annual offers are required
• Waivers every year and a waiver that looks out for ER interest
• Notices about status
COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Existing Employees
• Once an initial measurement period is completed, then all
employees are treated as continuing employees
• What does this mean? Every employee is subject to being counted
through the look-back measurement period process

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Initial vs Integrated Measurement Periods
• Employer has a measurement period that runs from 1/1 – 12/31
• Nancy hired as variable hour/part-time on May 10, 2016
• OPTION 1: Integrated Measurement Period
• Nancy’s hours of service from May 10 to Dec 31 added together and divided by
number of weeks worked to determine if 30+ hours per week
• If 30+ hours, then offered coverage during Jan 2017 to be effective February 1, with
stability period that runs until January 31, 2018
• If less than 30 hours, not offered coverage

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Initial vs Integrated Measurement Periods
• OPTION 2: Initial Measurement Period
• Initial: Nancy’s hours of service from May 10, 2016 – April 30, 2017 added together and
divided by number of weeks worked to determine if 30+ hours per week
• If 30+ hours, then offered coverage during May 2017 to be effective June 1, with stability period
that runs until January 31, 2018 (the remainder of the existing stability period)
• If less than 30 hours, not offered coverage

• Then counted in Regular: Nancy’s hours from Jan 1 – Dec 31, 2017 added together and
divided by number of weeks worked to determine if 30+ hours per week
• If 30+ hours, then offered coverage during Jan 2017 to be effective February 1, with stability
period that runs until January 31, 2018
• If less than 30 hours, not offered coverage

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

New Hire Worksheet
New Hire

Are they replacing someone? If so, the new employee will have their status generally.
1

Seasonal Employee?

SE

Not benefits eligible but counts toward FTE count

2

Expected to work 30+ hrs

FT

Waiting period starts on first day

3

Different hours each week?

4

Same hours each week?

VHE

PT

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE

Health eligibility determined at end of measurement
period
Not eligible, assessed at end of measurement period
Note:
Many employers are ignoring the
difference between VHE and PT
since they will be assessed during
administrative period
FT EMPLOYEES

Changes During Year
During the Year, Changes in Status
Nothing in this process requires you to wait until the administrative periods to make changes to someone‘s status
based on the time worked. If there‘s a change, make it.

30+

>30

Seasonal, PT or VHE changed to FT due
to decision to change status by
Supervisor or Manager and follow
administrative approval

FT employee status change to VHE or PT
based on EE choice or management
decision

1

Waiting period for health benefits starts first
day of new status

2

Provide new notice about change in status

1

Loses health coverage based on health plan
rules

2

Send COBRA/Continuation notice to affected
EE

3

Health eligibility determined at end of
measurement period

COUNTING FTEs & DETERMINING ELIGIBLE FT EMPLOYEES

Benefit Compliance Issues

COMPLIANCE

Protecting Data
• What kind of information needs to be handled with care?
• Protected Health Information
• Means of identifying a person (e.g. name, SSN, member ID)
• Health information about that person

• Other data which could be misused for identity theft
•
•
•
•

Social security number
Dates of Birth
Address
Other unique identifiers

Protecting Data
• Encrypted emails
• Many sources, same tools… but you still may be required to have
different login/password combinations

Why necessary?
Protect the data that you receive
Ensure that no rules are broken

But such a pain…
So many options in terms of how
information is sent, not always clear why

Protecting Data
• Transmitting confidential data
• When you send something to us that contains any protected
health information or other sensitive data, upload via DropBox
www.tiny.cc/EbenUpload
Why necessary?
Designed to protect our clients
from violating HIPAA rules

But danger area!
If you don’t remain careful about
how that data is transmitted

Permitted Discrimination
• Company has a management carve out with richer benefits
for managers and/or managers pay less for coverage than
hourly employees
• Permitted if fully-insured since the 105(h) nondiscrimination
regulations under the ACA have not been issued
• Prohibited if self-funded, level-funded or HRA since 105(h) rules
apply to these types of plans

COMPLIANCE

Medicare Impact on Group Health coverage
1-19 employees
Medicare primary
Employee who becomes Medicare
eligible based on age may want to
elect Medicare Part B and come off
group health plan but usually
cannot be required to disenroll

COMPLIANCE

20+ employees
Medicare secondary
Employers cannot offer any overt
incentive to an active employee to
enroll on Medicare instead of
group health plan
Group health plan coverage as
active employee delays need to
enroll Medicare Part B

How Medicare & COBRA Interact
Pre

65th
Birthday

Post

But not always enforced…

COMPLIANCE

How Medicare & COBRA Interact
Pre

65th
Birthday

Post

Allowed 18 months
of continuation…

COMPLIANCE

How Medicare & COBRA Interact
Post
COBRA Eligible

COMPLIANCE

• COBRA does not count as qualifying group
coverage for post-65 Medicare eligible
individuals who are not actively at work
• Delaying enrolling in Medicare Part B within six
months of losing coverage could result in penalties
and gap of coverage once COBRA ends

How Medicare & COBRA Interact
Post
COBRA Eligible

COMPLIANCE

• Our recommendation: When losing coverage
and offered COBRA, former employees should:
• Decline COBRA
• Enroll in Part B, buy a Prescription Drug Plan (under
Part D) and Medicare Supplemental plan, or sign up
for Medicare Advantage plan

State and local mandates for
California
• EEs accrue one hour
of paid sick time for
every 30 hours
worked and can use
up to 24 hours and
accrue up to 48
hours.

New York City
• EEs whose place of business
has five or more EEs accrue one
hour of paid sick time for every
30 hours worked and can
accrue and use up to 40 hours.
• All others receive equivalent
unpaid time.
• Applies to employees in NYC
who work for employer located
outside of the city

HSA Limit Contribution
• Gone back and forth on this limit
• Originally was $6,900
• Then in mid-March, IRS changed it (because of the tax law) to drop
the family maximum to $6,850
• On April 26, IRS changed course and returned limited to $6,900 for
remainder of 2018

http://tiny.cc/ebenmeetingMay2018

